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Summary 
This paper proposes a modern credential access control 
approach which allows the organizations to provide their 
resources/services on the internet and grant access rights 
to users by employing Cryptographic  Pseudonymous 
Signature. The concepts of Modern Credentials and 
Pseudonymous Signature are proposed with respect to 
Pseudonymous   Identification Scheme  to facilitate 
pseudonymity in access control  service. These 
mechanisms highly protect the privacy rights of users 
and organizations and resolve  the problem of scalability 
in identity and key-based access control systems: The 
prover keeps  anonymous to verifier by informing the 
pseudonyms to receiver, and the receiver can not identify 
the sender from his pseudonym, but upon verifying the  
pseudonymous signature he can be ensured that the 
pseudonym belong to a trusted anonymous user from the  
trusted domain . 
Key words :  

Modern Credential, Access Control, Pseudonymous 
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1. Introduction  
 
The protection of individual privacy is an important 
factor when accessing  online applications like 
e-commerce, online banking, or e-government and so on. 
Individuals will find it unacceptable to establish  
extensive profiles about their daily online activities and 
tracing their identities unconditionally [20]. Actually it 
happens when the individuals use their identities  as 
explicit identifiers. 

Pseudonymity technology is a technology that 
allows individuals to reveal or prove information about 
themselves to others, without revealing their full identity. 
Pseudonymity is therefore more suitable when  accessing  
online applications. In normal case, a pseudonymous 
transaction is one that is identified by a pseudonym and it  
cannot be associated with a particular individual. If a 

specific piece of additional data is available, then the 
transaction data can be linked to that party[19].  

In fact, the pseudonymous transaction to 
access services and applications can be followed in a 
credential-based system with   the help of credentials 
while it is not possible in traditional access control. 
 Traditional access control adopts the framework of 
subjects, objects and access rights. While 
authentication establishes the identities of the subjects 
(individuals), authorisation provides individuals with 
certain rights to access objects (services and 
applications). Recently, the term credential-based 
access control is used for systems that base access 
control on any kind of  digital credential [21]. Digital 
credentials are a convenient way to ensure that a user 
possesses particular access rights in a system. Most 
modern distributed access control systems apply the 
ideas of cryptographically protected credentials. Based 
on how credentials  are used, distributed access control 
may be grouped into two categories[11]: 
• Identity- oriented  approach : One common use of 
access control credentials is to bind the name of a 
subject with access rights. The idea is that once the 
name of a requester is proved by a reliable 
authentication mechanism, access control credentials 
with the matched name can then be used to make 
access decisions. Standards exist for the binding from a 
public key to a name. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) and 
X.509 Public Key Infrastructure (PKIX) are the two 
most widely used today. 
• Key-oriented approach: Another possible use of 
access control credentials is to directly bind a public 
key with authorizations, thus avoiding the use of names 
completely. With this approach, the public key in an 
access control credential effectively identifies a subject, 
There are currently two major access control systems 
based on the key-oriented approach: Simple Public 
Key Infrastructure (SPKI) and KeyNote. 

In this paper,  a modern credentials access 
control framework  is proposed that integrates identity 
and key oriented approaches in one novel approach. 
With this approach, the cryptographic pseudonyms  in 
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an access control credentials effectively identifies a 
subjects(e.g. users and organisations). The user share his 
cryptographic pseudonym with cryptographic 
pseudonym of an organization that provide a service  to 
generate encryption shared secret key. If possession of 
the corresponding decryption shared secret key can be 
proved a service accepting this credential can be 
anonymously sure of the identity of the subject and make 
access decision simply by examining the access rights in 
the credential. 
 

1.1 Our Contributions 
 
The underlying cryptographic primitive called a 
Pseudonymous   identification scheme  based on strong 
assumptions of  combined  public key cryptosystem is 
described. In such scheme every user  registered with  a 
trust third party (TTP) is assigned two Pseudo-identities, 
one is a private identity and other is a public identity and 
the sum of both identities constitute a global 
identity(unitary identity) of a user.     The Pseudonymous   
identification scheme offer two tier of pseudonymity and  
capture the desired requirements for designing  a 
pseudonymous certificate. The pseudonymous certificate 
uniquely identifies by public identity (public 
pseudonym) and it contains no binding between a public 
pseudonym and  the name of it’s holder. 

A modern credential  access control framework  
is described. It is built with respect to a  new proposed  
pseudonymous digital signature (PDS) between a prover 
(user) and a verifier (organization) during 
communication session to make access control decision. 
The framework captures security properties for  
organisations and users both in terms of credential 
unforgeability and non-transferability.  
       The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The 
next section describes the pseudonymous  identification 
scheme. Subsequently, Section 3 explains the whole 
modern credential  access control architecture including 
pseudonymous digital signature. Sections 4 and 5 
describe the notion of modern credentials and the system 
security analysis  respectively.  Finally, the paper 
concludes in Section 6. 
 
2. Cryptographic Pseudonymous  

Identification Scheme 
 
In a digital world, individuals  may use a distinct 
pseudonym for access to every system they use on a 
regular basis, thereby preventing the linking of 
transactional data accumulated in each system. A 
pseudonymous transaction is one that can only be linked 
to a pseudonym  but not to a particular individual. With 
respect  to the way in which they are created and their 

relation to the pseudonym user’s identity  the 
pseudonyms can be classified into [18]: 
• Self-generated Pseudonym: Generated by the owner. 
Only the owner can translate the pseudonym  into a 
real-world identity. 
• Reference Pseudonym: A pseudonym that can be 
translated into a real-world identity  with the help of a 
reference list  that is typically kept by a trusted third 
party. E.g. Social security numbers. 
• Cryptographic Pseudonym: Generated by applying a 
cryptographic  function to identifying data. 
A digital pseudonym could be realized as a public key 
to test digital signatures where the holder of the 
pseudonym can prove holdership by forming a digital 
signature which is created using the corresponding 
private key. Pseudonymous identification scheme 
explained here  offers a two-tier of cryptographic 
pseudonyms and it based on the following 
assumptions:  

Asumption1.  for any trusted center with an  integrated  
RSA modulus n ∈ *

nZ  : fqpn ⋅⋅=  (p, q and f are 
three prime numbers with approximately of k-bits 
length each) and the  related integrated Euler's totient  
function )(nφ =(p-1)(q-1)(f-1), maching public and 
secret keys can be generated  using the public 
algorithm )1(),( k

g
R Kskpk ⎯⎯←  ,where 

∃ g *
nZ∈    and the following   conditions must be 

hold: 

 nn n mod1)( )( ≡φφ  and ng n mod1)( ≡φ           (1) 

 

Assumption2 . If there exist a random secret integer 

)(n
Rr φΖ⎯⎯← , where r :  2 < r < φ (n),  then the 

related  public integer  )(nZd φ∈  and  d= φ (n)-r.  
The sum of public and secret  integers  r , d  should 
always be equal to value of φ (n). 

With respect to above   assumptions every user 
registered with  certification authority (CA ) will 
obtains  pseudonymous certificate uniquely  identified 
by  public integer  d as a cryptographic public 
pseudonym, while the  secret  integer  r  considered as 
a cryptographic private pseudonym. The sum of public 
and private pseudonyms combine a global user 
pseudonym. We  assume that no two user registered  
with a trusted third party have the same public or 
private pseudonyms . 
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3. New Modern Credential  Access 
Control Framework 

 
For centralised, closed systems the traditional process of 
access control is used. It employ basic mechanisms  
(username and password) for identifying legitimate users 
before granting services by  providers. This authorisation 
mechanism is simple and works well in relatively small 
and closed systems. In open, distributed settings, the 
traditional approach to access control is inadequate. In a 
large-scale system such as the internet, the set of users is 
not known a priori. Furthermore, subjects and resources 
often belong to different security domains administered 
by different organisations. In decentralised settings, the 
traditional approach to access control is replaced by the 
process of trust establishment (or trust management) [22]. 
This approach bases authorisation decisions on digital 
credentials.   

For building trust in our  framework , a trusted 
third party (TTP) issues access pseudonymous 
certificates (i.e. credentials) to authorize access to 
services provided by an organization. An access 
certificate is signed with the trusted authority’s secret 
key and access control decision  made upon completing  
verification  phase of pseudonymous digital signature 
(PDS).  A user or organization  holding an access 
certificate can’t  freely delegate its access rights to other 
users or organizations(credential non-transferability). An 
important contribution of this credential-based system is 
allowing the authentication and access control to be 
performed in a single step. Figure 1, shows the 
architecture of  modern   credential access control 
system. 
  
3.1 Parameter Generation 

 
 let G be a finite cyclic group, and let g be the generator 
of prime order n in G , a trusted authority (CA) generates 
an integrated RSA modulus n ∈ *

nZ   (chooses nL = 
2048 bits  or above) and   the related  Euler's totient 
function )(nφ . After  computing values of  n and )(nφ  

a trusted authority chooses a generator *Gg R⎯⎯← , 
then  checks if )(nφ  and generator g are satisfying the  
conditions (1).  If they do then it considers  (n, )(nφ , g) 
as a system wide  parameters. 

 
3.2 Access  Certificates based Multitask 

Cryptographic  unique Pseudonym 
 

As it is known, the access control systems focuses  on 
authorisation rather than user authentication in most 
business to customer  e-commerce and other 
applications on the internet. For privacy and security 
reasons customers prefer to remain anonymous and 
untraceable. There are situations where it is desirable 
for certain transactions to be unambiguously 
linked[12]. In an electronic cash scheme, for example, 
all withdrawals of a particular user should be capable 
of being linked to that user's bank account. To capable 
with various  kinds of anonymous online transactions  
the mechanism of the pseudonymous  access certificate 
is proposed to provide authorisation services relying on 
the players (e.g. users and organisations) multitask 
cryptographic unique pseudonyms in a diversified and 
distributed environment. A pseudonymous certificates 
for the players are issued by   the trusted  authority in 
the following manner:  

(i)   Every   player  ip    registered      with     a trusted       

      authority  is granted    a random public  number 

)(n
R

id φΖ⎯⎯← , where id  : 2 < id < φ (n), and 

id  is  selected as a  public identity (public  

pseudonym) of a player  denoted by  pID  . 

(ii)   The trusted    authority   computes   user ‘s   secret 
exponent  ir  = φ (n)- id , where   ir     is selected 
as a private  identity(secret pseudonym ) denoted 
by  vID .  A  player’s unitary identity denoted by 

uID :          

                uID  = pID + vID = )(nφ   

(iii) The   registered   player upon      completion       of 
registration phase will obtains a pseudonymous    
certificate uniquely identified by multi-task  public 
pseudonym pID  with  no linking to the  player 

name. Basically, it is similar to the X.509 attribute 
certificate except that the holder field is replaced 
by a multi-task  public unique pseudonym field 
and a new field, named peudonymity revocable, is 
added to indicate that a third party can unveil a 
subject’s identity under well specified Conditions. 
The certificate is signed by issuer’s private key 
(TTP).  

(iv) The  certificate  intended for   multi-show        with 
different purposes in the sense that several uses of 
the same pseudonymous  certificate by the same 
player  cannot be linked together. In addition to 
pseudonymous certificate the player grants a secret 
3-tuple( )(nφ , ir ,g).   
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3.3 Pseudonymous Digital Signature(PDS) 
 
Consider a pseudonym system to involve three types of 
player: subjects, issuers and verifiers. We refer to issuers 
and verifiers, collectively, as `organisations'. The system 
security parameters )(nφ  and g  are  owned by players 
and  it is assumed that the player  has ability to assign for 
himself  whenever needed a new unitary pseudonymous 
identity with respect to value :  

                       iuID , = )(nk φ⋅                              (2) 

 Where  k-random integer number.  

The corresponding  new  secret pseudonym then 
calculated by formula: 

                 inewi dnkr −⋅= )(, φ                             (3) 

where the multi-task  unique pseudonym id for any 
player in the system remains unchangeable. For  the 
purpose of  untraceability and unforgeability  it is 
proposed that for every session the player   has ability to   
select a different secret pseudonym to generate  different 
signature values .  
 
3.3.1 Signing Algorithm 

 

Consider the protocol is a session between a user U  
wants to access some service with  an organizationO . 

Sign( Ur , Od ,g ,m). This algorithm takes as input a 

signer’s secret pseudonym(user) Ur , a destination’s 

public   pseudonym(organization) Od , generator g, and 

a message m *}1,0{∈ and proceeds as follow: 

 
(i)  The user   computes     the  sum of          his    secret   

pseudonym Ur and organization’s public 

pseudonym Od  and generates  what we called  

encryption    shared  secret key jS   :                           

                           ndrgS OU
j mod+=                   (4) 

(ii) A user then encrypts  hash function of  the message 
m by  jS  and sends it  to organization       that 
provides such service  :                                                                  

                             US (m)=  H(m). jS                       (5)  

 

3.3.2 Verification Algorithm 

 

Verify( US (m), Or , g , Ud  ). The verification 
algorithm takes as input  signer’s  public pseudonym 

Ud ,  a verifier’s secret pseudonym Or ,generator g, 

and   a purported  signature US (m),  and proceeds as 
follow :  
(iii)  The organization  computes the sum of  its   secret 
        pseudonym Or and user’s public pseudonym Ud , 
        then   generates   a  decryption shared  secret key      

jV  :  

                      ndrgV UO
j mod+=                 (6) 

(iv)  The organization  decrypts  the signature using  
        jV  :                                      

                      nVSmH jU mod)( ⋅=                  (7)     

The organization  generates  hash function for the 
message m and compares it to decrypted one . If the 
generated hash code for the message m equal to 
decrypted one the signature  is accepted and the 
organization  ensured that the signer belongs  to trusted 
anonymous user  from the same trusted domain, then 
the user is granted access to the intended service. 

 

Extensions

Signature Algorithm ID

Mutli- task Authentication 
Public Unique Pseudonym,

Issuer Signature

Pseudonymity Revocable
(Y/N)

Validity Period

Attributes

Issuer Unique Identifier

Issuer Name

Serial Number

Version Nubmer

Extensions

Signature Algorithm ID

Mutli- task Authentication 
Public Unique Pseudonym,

Issuer Signature

Pseudonymity Revocable
(Y/N)

Validity Period

Attributes

Issuer Unique Identifier

Issuer Name

Serial Number

Version Nubmer

OrganizationUser

Ud Od

OU drgS +=

UO drgV +=

 Pseudonymous
 Signature

 Fig.1  Pseudonymous certificates for access control 
framework 
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4. Modern Credential Concept   
 

The pseudonymous access certificates that has been  
issued under a proposed pseudonymous identification 
scheme , and it is shown to a verifier  under the  
Pseudonymous Digital Signature(PDS) to make access 
control decision we called  a Modern Credentials. 
Different actions involving the same modern credential 
can be linked, on the basis of the unique pseudonymous 
identifier, but they cannot be traced to the modern 
credential holder. In addition, even multitask  public 
unique pseudonyms are used by  the same user and 
verifier   many times , there are  always a different  
encryption/decryption shared secret keys could  be 
available for  each communication session.  

 

5. Security Analysis  

5.1 Correctness 
The correctness of the Pseudonymous Digital 
Signature(PDS) and furthermore the reliability  of access 
control framework  can be provided starting from 
equation (7) as follow  :   

nVSmH jU mod)( ⋅=  

      = ndrgdrgmH UOOU mod)( +⋅+⋅  

             = ndgdgrgrgmH UOUO mod)( ⋅⋅⋅⋅                  

                = ndrgdrgmH UUOO mod)( +⋅+⋅  

                = nngmH mod)(2)( φ⋅  

                =H( m )   

The result ensure that only intended organization able to 
make verification to the signature and grants access 
rights to signer.  

 

5.2 Unforgeability  and Untraceability 

 
The credential access control approach  is secure if  the 
underlying pseudonymous signature scheme is secure 
against  various an adversary attacks.  In order for an 
adversary to forge a successful PDS signature, he must 
therefore learn the secret pseudonym of the verifier. 
From the hardness condition, we know that the adversary 
cannot compute secret pseudonym for legitimate player 

in the system from publicly available information. 
Furthermore, the shared secret keys, which are not 
publicly known  in the activities, are different for every 
task, and the player’s multitask public pseudonym is 
could be anonymously linkable but can’t be traced to it 
is holder.  In this way, the properties of unforgeability  
and untraceability  are achieved.  

As  a comparison to other existing signatures  in 
the literature like RSA and DSA algorithms,  the PDS 
algorithm seems very secure. In addition , the  
encryption/ decryption operations very fast in spite of 
the large key size.  
 
5.3 Pseudonymity Revocation 

 
In our access control system the major pseudonymity 
revocation refers to the possibility to discover the 
secret pseudonym of a player.  The system supports    
two kinds of pseudonymity revocation : 

• Public pseudonymity revocation,  where     the  
Player’s pseudonymous certificate with the related 
multitask public pseudonym are revoked by a  trusted 
authority to issue new one.  

• Private pseudonymity revocation, is made by 
the player itself whenever needed. It is performed by 
assigning a new unitary identity with respect to  
equation(2), then  a new secret pseudonym calculated 
by deducing  the value of  unique public pseudonym 
from the value of new unitary identity according to 
equation(3). The public pseudonym in this revocation 
mechanism remains unchangeable. 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 

 
In this paper a new access control framework for open 
distributed systems has been developed. Fast and 
secure  pseudonymous digital signature(PDS)  based 
on pseudonymous identification scheme is proposed to 
support pseudonymity and enhance the scalability of 
access control systems. The access control scheme 
assures that the user receives the required service with 
his privacy protected from the service provider. The 
system offers the higher degree  of protection against 
credential sharing, i.e.  the only intended destination  
able to make anonymous verification and prove the 
signer’s  pseudonymity. The system is suitable for 
applications in open environments, such as 
e-commerce ,online banking, or e-government and so 
on. 
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